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USING STILL PHOTOS IN PREMIERE 

You can import individual still images into Premiere Pro or import a series of still images as a sequence.                   
An imported still image uses the duration specified in the Still Image preferences. You can change the                 
duration of a still image in a sequence. 

IMPORT INDIVIDUAL IMAGES 

1. Import image(s) to Project Workspace, create bin as needed. 
2. Click and drag your image to the sequence 
3. Change the Speed / Duration as needed 

 

RESIZING IMPORTED IMAGES 

Imported images usually have a higher resolution than imported videos, so they appear cropped when               
viewed on the Timeline in Premiere Pro. 

You can individually adjust the scale of the clips to match the sequence frame size. Or you can use the                    
Set to Frame Size command to quickly resize the image. 

When you use the Set To Frame Size command, the native pixel resolution of the image is preserved,                  
letting you see the sharpest resolution when you zoom in on an image. 

1. Right-click (Windows) or Control-click (Mac OS) an image in your Timeline. (You can select              
multiple images in the Timeline at once by pressing Shift and clicking the images.) 

1. Select Set To Frame Size. 

IMPORT IMAGES AS AN IMAGE SEQUENCE 

You can import an animation contained in a single file, such as an animated GIF. You can also import a                    
sequence of still-image files, such as a TIFF sequence, and automatically combine them into a single                
video clip; each still image becomes one frame of video. Importing a sequence is useful for animations                 
exported as an image sequence by applications like After Effects. The images in the series cannot include                 
layers. For information on layers and flattening, see the application’s documentation. 

1. Set the framerate for the still-image sequence. Select Edit > Preferences > Media (Windows),              
or Premiere Pro > Preferences > Media (Mac OS). Then, select a framerate from the               
Indeterminate Media Timebase menu. Click OK. 

2. Make sure that each still-image filename contains an equal number of digits at the end and                
has the correct file extension—for example, file000.bmp, file001.bmp, and so forth. 

3. Choose File > Import 
4. Locate and select the first numbered file in the sequence and select Image Sequence, and               

click Open (Windows) or Import (Mac OS). When Image Sequence is selected, Premiere Pro              
interprets each of the numbered files as a single frame in a video clip. 
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